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ABSTRACT
Context. The dynamical survival of intermediate-age/old open clusters in the inner Galaxy.
Aims. To establish the nature and derive fundamental and structural parameters of the recently catalogued objects
FSR1744, FSR89 and FSR31. This work intends to provide clues to constrain the Galactic tidal disruption efficiency,
improve statistics of the open cluster parameter space, and better define their age-distribution function inside the Solar
circle. The current status of the issue dealing with the small number of detected open clusters in the inner Galaxy is
discussed.
Methods. Properties of the objects are investigated by means of 2MASS colour-magnitude diagrams and stellar radial
density profiles built with field star decontaminated photometry. Diagnostic-diagrams for structural parameters are
used to help disentangle dynamical from high-background effects affecting such centrally projected open clusters.
Results. FSR1744, FSR89 and FSR31 are Gyr-class open clusters located at Galactocentric distances 4.0 − 5.6 kpc.
Compared to nearby open clusters, they have small core and limiting radii.
Conclusions. With respect to the small number of open clusters observed in the inner Galaxy, the emerging scenario
in the near-infrared favours disruption driven by dynamical evolution rather than observational limitations associated
with absorption and/or high background levels. Internally, the main processes associated with the dynamical evolution
are, e.g. mass loss by stellar evolution, mass segregation and evaporation. Externally they are, e.g. tidal stress from the
disk and bulge, and interactions with giant molecular clouds. FSR1744, FSR89 and FSR31 have structural parame-
ters consistent with their Galactocentric distances, in the sense that tidally induced effects may have accelerated the
dynamical evolution.
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1. Introduction
Star clusters evolve dynamically because of internal (e.g.
mass loss during stellar evolution, mass segregation and
evaporation) and external (e.g. tidal interactions with the
disk and Galactic bulge, and collisions with giant molecu-
lar clouds - GMCs) processes. As clusters age, their struc-
ture suffer significant changes, to the point that most end
up completely dissolved in the Galactic stellar field or as
poorly-populated remnants.
Probably reflecting the Galactocentric distance-
dependent strength of the external tidal stress, there is an
asymmetry in the age distribution of open clusters (OCs)
in the Galaxy: old (age > 1Gyr) OCs are scarce and tend
to be more concentrated towards the Galactic anti-center
than young ones (e.g. van den Bergh & McClure 1980;
Friel 1995; Bonatto et al. 2006a).
Historically, disruption was the primary effect assumed
to explain the scarcity of OCs older than ∼ 108 − 109 yr in
the Galaxy, a fact that was almost simultaneously noted
by van den Bergh (1957), Oort (1958) and von Hoerner
(1958). On theoretical grounds, Spitzer (1958) calculated
disruption time-scales (tdis) consistent with the old-age cut-
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off and indicated that collisions with interstellar clouds
should also contribute to cluster disruption. Disruptive ef-
fects due to GMCs were investigated by Wielen (1971)
and Wielen (1991), who estimated tdis ∼ 200Myr for 50%
of the Milky Way OCs, and suggested a dependence of
tdis on cluster size and mass. Gieles et al. (2006) found
tdis ∼ 2Gyr for the disruption of a 10
4M⊙ cluster due to
encounters with GMCs, and suggested that the combined
effect of tidal field and encounters with GMCs can explain
the lack of old OCs in the solar neighbourhood. Further ob-
servational evidence for the dependence of the disruption
time-scale on mass are given by Janes & Adler (1982) and
Lamers et al. (2005) (and references therein). The latter
authors found tdis ∼ M
0.62, which for cluster mass in the
range 102 − 103M⊙ corresponds to 75 <∼ tdis(Myr) <∼ 300.
Indeed, the well-studied clusters in the central Galaxy
are as a rule young and massive, which have not yet sig-
nificantly responded to tidal effects. The Arches cluster,
near the Galactic nucleus, has an age of 2Myr and a mass
M = 105M⊙ (Figer et al. 2002), while the Quintuplet clus-
ter has 4Myr and an estimated mass M = 1.3 × 104M⊙
(Figer et al. 1999). BD11 is not as massive as the Arches
cluster, but is similarly young and close to the center
(Dutra et al. 2003).
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The disk ring 1 < RGC(kpc) < 3 contains the note-
worthy clusters Westerlund 1 and BDSB122. Westerlund 1
is located at d⊙ ≈ 5 kpc with an age of 4.5 − 5Myr
(Crowther et al. 2006). Its initial mass is estimated to be
M ≈ 105M⊙ (Clark et al. 2005). Bica et al. (2003) discov-
ered the cluster BDSB122 and Figer et al. (2006) estimated
it to be very massive with M ≈ 2− 4× 104M⊙. BDSB122
contains 14 red supergiants with an age of 7 − 12Myr at
d⊙ = 5.8 kpc.
Despite the above observational and theoretical efforts,
old OCs within <∼ 4 kpc of the Galactic centre remain virtu-
ally undetected (e.g. Bonatto et al. 2006a). Although con-
ceptually different processes, tidal shocks (from the Galaxy
and GMCs) and observational completeness may combine
to explain the scarcity of central clusters. Absorption and
crowding in fields dominated by the disk and bulge stars
are expected to significantly decrease completeness, espe-
cially at the faint-end of the OC luminosity distribution.
Indeed, using a sample of 654 OCs with available fun-
damental parameters, Bonatto et al. (2006a) found that a
large fraction of the intrinsically faint and/or distant OCs
must be drowned in the field contamination, particularly in
bulge/disk directions.
Undoubtedly, the nuclear clusters are doomed to dis-
solution (Portegies Zwart et al. 2002). In fact, based on
arguments related to observational completeness affecting
the spatial distribution of the Galactic OCs, Bonatto et al.
(2006a) found that tidal disruption may begin to be impor-
tant for OCs located at distances >∼ 1.4 kpc inside the Solar
circle. A fundamental question is whether massive clusters
in the intermediate ring 1 < RGC(kpc) < 3, like presently
Westerlund 1 and BDSB122, might survive to old ages.
Recently, Froebrich, Scholz & Raftery (2007) have pre-
sented a catalogue of 1021 cluster candidates (hereafter
FSR objects) at Galactic latitudes |b| < 20◦ and all lon-
gitudes, by means of an automated algorithm applied to
the 2MASS1 database. In the present study we search for
old OC candidates towards the central parts of the Galaxy
from the targets in that catalogue. Detection of such ob-
jects will help constrain the dynamical survival issue.
Recent determinations of the distance of the Sun to
the Galactic center by means of different methods are de-
creasing as compared to the usual R⊙ = 8.0 kpc (Reid
1993). Eisenhauer et al. (2005) found R⊙ = 7.6 ± 0.3 kpc,
Nishiyama et al. (2006) obtained R⊙ = 7.5± 0.35 kpc, and
Bica et al. (2006) R⊙ = 7.2 ± 0.3 kpc. The latter value,
based on updated distances of globular clusters, is adopted
throughout the present paper.
In the present work we investigate the nature of three
candidates to old OCs in the inner Galaxy by means of
near-infrared colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) and clus-
ter structural parameters. In Sect. 2 we discuss aspects
related to the dynamical evolution and disruption of star
clusters. In Sect. 3 we discuss the spatial distribution of the
known old OCs. In Sect. 4 we analyse CMDs and compute
cluster fundamental parameters. In Sect. 5 we derive struc-
tural parameters. Discussions on the nature of the objects
are provided in Sect. 6. Concluding remarks are given in
Sect. 7.
1 The Two Micron All Sky Survey, available at
www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/releases/allsky/
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Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of the WEBDA OCs with ages
0.4− 1Gyr (crosses) and older than 1Gyr (empty circles).
The semi-circles indicate Galactocentric distances from 1
to 7.2 kpc. The position of the candidates to old OCs
FSR1744, FSR89 and FSR 31 are shown (Sect. 4).
2. Considerations on dynamical evolution and
disruption
Star clusters form in collapsing molecular clouds in which
variable fractions (10−30%, e.g. Lada & Lada 2003) of the
parent gas are converted into stars. They remain embedded
in the clouds for about 2−5Myr, and their dynamical state
at that early phase can be described as out of virial equi-
librium (e.g. de la Fuente Marcos & de la Fuente Marcos
2002). Following the rapid expulsion of the unused gas by
massive winds and supernovae, stars end up with exceed-
ing velocities with respect to the new, decreased, poten-
tial (e.g. de la Fuente Marcos & de la Fuente Marcos 2002;
Boily & Kroupa 2002; Goodwin & Bastian 2006). As a con-
sequence, clusters expand in all scales as they reach for viri-
alization. Reflecting the violent structural changes associ-
ated with this early phase, the number of optically detected
clusters, i.e. those that survived the infant mortality, is sig-
nificantly smaller than the number of embedded clusters
(≈ 4%, Lada & Lada 2003).
N-body simulations of massive star clusters that in-
clude the effect of gas removal (e.g. Goodwin & Bastian
2006) consistently show that the phase of dramatic core
radii increase may last about 10-30Myr. They also sug-
gest that after a few 107 yr, core growth levels off as some
energy equipartition is reached. The outer parts, on the
other hand, keep expanding and become loosely bound.
Theoretically, the subsequent core evolution depends on
several factors such as cluster mass and the relative effi-
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Fig. 2. Panel (a): Relation of distance from the plane |Z|
with RGC for the OCs older than 1Gyr (empty circles) and
those with age in the range 0.4 − 1.0Gyr (crosses). The
respective RGC and |Z| histograms are shown in panels (b)
and (c) for OCs older than 1Gyr (gray histograms), those
with ages 0.4 − 1.0Gyr (empty), and the present objects
(black). The inset in panel (c) contains the OCs at |Z| >
1.0 kpc. These are all older than 1Gyr.
ciencies of energy equipartition, evaporation and gravother-
mal instability. These processes tend to produce a phase of
core contraction that may be followed by a rapid expan-
sion, which is confirmed by N-body simulations of clus-
ters with less than 20 000 particles and stars with two
different masses (e.g. Khalisi, Amaro-Seoane & Spurzem
2007). An alternative effect that also leads to core con-
traction, at least in the early phases, is the violent relax-
ation that follows from the time dependent potential re-
sulting from rapid gas removal (Bastian & Goodwin 2006;
Kroupa, Aarseth & Hurley 2001). The bottom line is that
mass loss (from gas removal or stellar evolution) leads to
cluster expansion in all scales at the early phases, while dy-
namical friction in a multi-mass system leads to core col-
lapse/contraction at later phases.
With respect to other galaxies, most LMC and SMC
clusters follow a trend of increasing core radius with clus-
ter age, but there is as well observational evidence for clus-
ters in a phase of core shrinkage occurring at several hun-
dred Myr (e.g. Mackey & Gilmore 2003). Considering the
very different time-scales involved, the early gas removal
(Goodwin & Bastian 2006) cannot explain the core shrink-
age at such later phases.
Fig. 3. 4′ × 4′ 2MASS H image of FSR1744. Images pro-
vided by the 2MASS Image Service. The small circle in-
dicates the optimized central coordinates (cols. 5 and 6 of
Table 1).
Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 for FSR89.
Observational evidence of a dependence of the core mass
function slope (and radius) on the dynamical-evolution pa-
rameter τ = Age/trel, where trel is the relaxation time,
was found for a set of nearby OCs by Bonatto & Bica
(2005) and Bonatto & Bica (2007). The dependence oc-
curs in the sense that dynamically old clusters tend to
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3 for FSR31.
have shallow core mass functions and, for part of the
clusters, small core radius. Similar relations were found
in a sample of 42 OCs by means of BV CCD photome-
try (Maciejewski & Niedzielski 2007), and in 9 others with
wide-field CCD photometry (Sharma et al. 2006).
Eventually, most clusters end up destroyed by internal
processes (mass loss caused by the dynamical and stellar
evolutions) or leave remnants (Pavani & Bica 2007 and ref-
erences therein). On the other hand, higher efficiencies of
star formation (>∼ 30%) are predicted to enhance cluster
survival rates. Such clusters can reach old ages, although
the final clusters retain only a small fraction of the initial
mass (Goodwin & Bastian 2006).
At the same time, interactions with the disk,
the tidal pull of the Galactic bulge, and collisions
with GMCs (Sect. 1), tend to destroy the poorly-
populated OCs in a time-scale of a few 108Myr
(Bergond, Leon & Guilbert 2001), especially in the inner
Galaxy. Indeed, van den Bergh & McClure (1980) noted
that OCs older than >∼ 1Gyr tended to be concentrated to-
wards the anti-center, a region with a low density of GMCs.
The observation that the fraction of old clusters in the LMC
and SMC is higher than in the Galaxy suggests that the
disruption time-scale may not be the same in all galaxies
(Elson & Fall 1985; Wielen 1985; Hodge 1987), instead, it
may vary with the different GMC density in those galaxies.
Over large time periods, the net effect of tidal in-
teractions on a star cluster is to heat it, in the sense
that its stars gain more kinetic energy after each event,
which leads to an increase on the evaporation rate. Recent
works estimate that the central (RGC <∼ 150 pc) tidal
fields can dissolve a massive star cluster in ≈ 50Myr
(Portegies Zwart et al. 2002). Near the Solar circle most
OCs appear to dissolve in a time-scale shorter than
∼ 1Gyr (Bergond, Leon & Guilbert 2001; Bonatto et al.
2006a), consistent with the 1.3 ± 0.5Gyr estimate for a
104M⊙ cluster found by Lamers et al. (2005). These time-
scales are intermediate between those predicted from N-
body simulations of OCs in the tidal field of the Solar
vicinity (∼ 6.3Gyr, Baumgardt & Makino 2003) and the
322±31Myr derived for Piskunov et al. (2006). Differences
among these time-scales probably reflect a dependence of
disruption on cluster mass, since the relatively short time-
scales of Piskunov et al. (2006), Bonatto et al. (2006a) and
Bergond, Leon & Guilbert (2001) correspond to OCs of
lower mass (<∼ 10
3M⊙) than the 10
4M⊙ used in the mod-
els of Lamers et al. (2005). Besides, the large time-scale
of Baumgardt & Makino (2003) probably results because
their models do not include external perturbations.
Except for the N-body time-scale, the remaining ones
are consistent with the fact that old OCs (age >∼ 1Gyr) are
usually found about the Solar circle and in the outer Galaxy
(e.g. Friel 1995; Bonatto et al. 2006a), where the frequency
of potentially damaging dynamical interactions with GMCs
and the disk is low (e.g. Salaris, Weiss & Percival 2004;
Upgren, Mesrobian & Kerridge 1972). In addition, simula-
tions show that the initial mass function, fraction of bi-
naries, total mass and Galactocentric distance are factors
intimately linked to cluster lifetimes (e.g. Terlevich 1987;
de La Fuente Marcos 1997; de La Fuente Marcos 1998).
Considering these aspects, the dynamical survival rate of
star clusters, especially in the inner Galaxy, can possibly
be used to probe the tidal field of the Galaxy.
3. An overview of the evolved and old open
clusters
The WEBDA2 database (Mermilliod 1996) provides up-
dated parameters for the studied optical OCs. We selected
from WEBDA the OCs with age in the range 0.4− 1Gyr,
and those older than 1Gyr, for which we compute the
projections on the Galactic plane of the Galactic coor-
dinates (ℓ, b) xGC = d⊙ cos(b) cos(ℓ) − R⊙ and yGC =
d⊙ cos(b) sin(ℓ), where d⊙ is the distance from the Sun and
R⊙ = 7.2 kpc (Bica et al. 2006). The xGC and yGC dis-
tributions are shown in Fig. 1. Both age groups share a
similar spatial distribution, in which the number-density
of OCs decreases with Galactocentric distance beyond the
Solar circle (e.g. Friel 1995; Bonatto et al. 2006a).
A systematic inspection of the 2MASS images of the
FSR candidates carried out by one of us (EB) revealed
that in the Galactic longitude zone |l| < 30◦, the 3 ob-
jects FSR1744, FSR89 and FSR31, showed up as probable
OCs. Another interesting object in that zone is FSR1735,
probably a globular cluster (Froebrich, Meusinger & Scholz
2007).
Figure 1 shows as well the positions of FSR1744, FSR89
and FSR 31, based on the Galactocentric distances and
components computed in Sect. 4. They are located at
4 <∼ RGC(kpc) <∼ 6, with FSR1744 being the innermost
at RGC = 4.0 kpc (Sect. 4).
In Fig. 2 we further explore spatial properties of
FSR1744, FSR 89 and FSR31 with respect to those of
the OCs older than 0.4Gyr. The relation of the dis-
tance to the Galactic plane (|Z|) with Galactocentric dis-
tance is shown in panel (a). Only old OCs are found at
RGC >∼ 14 kpc and |Z| >∼ 0.65 kpc, as previously noted by
e.g. van den Bergh & McClure (1980). This should be ex-
pected, since OCs in the outer disk and/or in regions high
above the plane spend most of their orbits far away from
the disruptive effects associated with the central Galactic
regions and GMCs (e.g. Friel 1995). Panels (b) and (c) con-
tain histograms for the number of OCs (in each age range)
2 obswww.unige.ch/webda
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as a function of Galactocentric distance and distance to
the Galactic plane, respectively. We are dealing with 3 old
OCs located among the innermost ones in the Galaxy. As
already suggested by their low Galactic latitudes (Table 1)
they are within ≈ 100pc of the plane. Consequently, they
are expected to be affected by important field-star contam-
ination.
4. Photometric parameters with 2MASS
The original coordinates of FSR1744
(Froebrich, Scholz & Raftery (2007)) are slightly shifted
with respect to the central concentration of stars as seen in
2MASS images (e.g. Fig. 3). The revised values, together
with the original ones for the three objects are given in
Table 1. Table 1 also provides the following parameters
derived in the present work, by columns, cluster age (9),
reddening E(B−V) (10), distance from the Sun (11), and
Galactocentric distance (12), derived in the subsequent
analyses.
2MASS H images covering a 4′ × 4′ field of the target
objects are shown in Figs. 3 - 5. In all cases a concentration
of stars is superimposed on crowded fields, as expected from
such central directions, especially for FSR31 (Table 1).
4.1. 2MASS Photometry
J, H and Ks 2MASS photometry was extracted in circular
fields centred on the optimized coordinates of the objects
(cols. 5 and 6 of Table 1) using VizieR3. Our previous ex-
perience with OC analysis (e.g. Bonatto & Bica 2007, and
references therein) shows that as long as no other populous
cluster is present in the field, and differential absorption
is not prohibitive, wide extraction areas can provide the
required statistics, in terms of magnitude and colours, for
a consistent field star decontamination (Sect. 4.2). They
also produce more constrained stellar radial density pro-
files (Sect. 5). The extraction radii are 20′, 20′, and 50′,
respectively for FSR1744, FSR89 and FSR 31. Such radii
are ≈ 30 and ≈ 4 times larger than the respective core and
limiting radii (Sect. 5).
As photometric quality constraint, 2MASS extractions
were restricted to stars with magnitudes (i) brighter than
those of the 99.9% Point Source Catalogue completeness
limit4 in the cluster direction, and (ii) with errors in J,
H and Ks smaller than 0.2mag. The 99.9% completeness
limits are different for each cluster, varying with Galactic
coordinates.
To objectively characterize the distribution of 2MASS
photometric uncertainties in the fields of the present ob-
jects, we show in Fig. 6 cumulative histograms with the
fraction of stars as a function of uncertainties for the 3
bands. Projected areas sampled in the histograms corre-
spond to the respective extraction radius of each object.
The distributions of photometric uncertainties are similar
both among the fields sampled and 2MASS bands. The
fraction of stars with J, H and Ks uncertainties smaller
than 0.06mag in FSR1744, FSR89 and FSR31 ranges from
≈ 75%− 85%.
3 vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR?-source=II/246
4 Following the Level 1 Requirement, according to
www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/releases/allsky/doc/sec6 5a1.html
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Fig. 6. 2MASS photometric errors evaluated by means of
cumulative histograms with the fraction of stars as a func-
tion of uncertainties. In all cases, a large fraction of the
stars have uncertainties smaller than 0.06mag.
For reddening transformations we use the relations
AJ/AV = 0.276, AH/AV = 0.176, AKS/AV = 0.118, and
AJ = 2.76 × E(J−H) (Dutra, Santiago & Bica 2002), as-
suming a constant total-to-selective absorption ratio RV =
3.1.
4.2. CMD morphology and field-star decontamination
4.2.1. FSR 1744
2MASS J×(J−H) and J×(J−Ks) CMDs extracted from a
central (R < 2′) region of FSR 1744 are presented in Fig. 7.
In this extraction that contains the bulk of the cluster
stars (Sect. 5), a disk-like population (0.2 <∼ (J−H) <∼ 0.8
and J <∼ 15) appears to merge into a redder component
((J −H) >∼ 0.8). With respect to the equal-area compar-
ison field extraction, the red component clearly presents
an excess in the number of stars for 1.1 <∼ (J−H) <∼ 1.5
and 13.3 <∼ J <∼ 14.7 (top-left panel), which resembles a gi-
ant clump of an intermediate-age OC. Similar features are
present in the J× (J−Ks) CMD (top-right panel).
To uncover the intrinsic CMD morphology we ap-
ply the field star decontamination algorithm described in
Bonatto & Bica (2007). The algorithm works on a statis-
tical basis that takes into account the relative number-
densities of probable field and cluster stars in small cu-
bic CMD cells. Cell axes correspond to the magnitude
J and the colours (J−H) and (J−Ks) (considering as
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Table 1. Fundamental parameters
FSR2007 Present results derived from 2MASS data
Cluster α(2000) δ(2000) D α(2000) δ(2000) ℓ b Age E(B− V) d⊙ RGC
(hms) (◦′′′) (′) (hms) (◦′′′) (◦) (◦) (Gyr) (kpc) (kpc)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
FSR1744 16:51:36 −42:24:55 2.2 16:51:32 −42:25:57 342.68 +1.18 1.0 ± 0.1 2.56 ± 0.12 3.5± 0.1 4.0± 0.1
FSR89 18:48:39 −03:30:34 2 18:48:39 −03:30:34 29.49 −0.98 1.0 ± 0.1 2.94 ± 0.10 2.2± 0.1 5.4± 0.1
FSR31 18:06:29 −21:22:33 6 18:06:29 −21:22:33 8.91 −0.27 1.1 ± 0.2 1.47 ± 0.09 1.6± 0.1 5.6± 0.1
Table Notes. Cols. 2 and 3: Central coordinates provided by Froebrich, Scholz & Raftery (2007). Col. 4: angular diameter estimated
on the 2MASS images (Figs. 3 - 5). Cols. 5-8: Optimized central coordinates (from 2MASS data). Col. 10: reddening in the
object’s central region (Sect. 4). Col. 12: RGC calculated using R⊙ = 7.2 kpc (Bica et al. 2006) as the distance of the Sun to
the Galactic centre.
well the 1σ uncertainties in the 2MASS bands). These
are the 2MASS colours that provide the maximum vari-
ance among CMD sequences for OCs of different ages (e.g.
Bonatto, Bica & Girardi 2004).
Basically, the algorithm (i) divides the full range of
magnitude and colours of a given CMD into a 3D grid,
(ii) computes the expected number-density of field stars
in each cell based on the number of comparison field stars
with magnitude and colours compatible with those of the
cell, and (iii) randomly subtracts the expected number of
field stars from each cell. The algorithm is sensitive to lo-
cal variations of field-star contamination with colour and
magnitude (Bonatto & Bica 2007). Typical cell dimensions
are ∆J = 0.5, and ∆(J −H) = ∆(J−Ks) = 0.2. These val-
ues are large enough to allow sufficient star-count statistics
in individual cells and small enough to preserve the mor-
phology of different CMD evolutionary sequences. Besides,
2MASS photometric uncertainties for most stars of the
present objects are considerably smaller than the adopted
cell dimensions (Fig. 6). As comparison field we use the
region 6 < R(′) < 20 around the cluster center to obtain
representative background star-count statistics.
To minimize potential artifacts introduced by the choice
of parameters, the algorithm is applied for 3 different grid
specifications in each dimension. For instance, for a CMD
grid starting at magnitude Jo (and cell width ∆J), addi-
tional runs for Jo ±
1
3∆J are included. Considering as well
the 2 colours, 27 different outputs are obtained, from which
the average number of probable cluster stars 〈Ncl〉 results.
Typical standard deviations of 〈Ncl〉 are at the ≈ 2.5%
level. The final field star-decontaminated CMD contains the
〈Ncl〉 stars with the highest number-frequencies. Stars that
remain in the CMD after the field star decontamination are
in cells where the stellar density presents a clear excess over
the field. Consequently, they have a significant probability
of being cluster members. Further details on the algorithm,
including discussions on subtraction efficiency and limita-
tions, are given in Bonatto & Bica (2007).
The resulting field star decontaminated CMDs are
shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 7. As expected, most
of the disk component is removed, leaving two groups of
stars that resemble the top of a main sequence (MS) and
a giant clump. Residual contamination, mostly from bulge
stars, occurs especially in the red domain. Essentially the
same CMD features result in both colours.
Cluster fundamental parameters are derived with solar-
metallicity Padova isochrones (Girardi et al. 2002) com-
puted with the 2MASS J, H and Ks filters
5. The
2MASS transmission filters produced isochrones very sim-
ilar to the Johnson-Kron-Cousins (e.g. Bessel & Brett
1988) ones, with differences of at most 0.01 in (J −H)
(Bonatto, Bica & Girardi 2004). Considering uncertain-
ties in the isochrone fit, we obtain an age of 1.0 ±
0.1Gyr, reddening E(J−H) = 0.80 ± 0.03, which con-
verts to E(B−V) = 2.56 ± 0.12, and AV = 7.9 ± 0.4
(Dutra, Santiago & Bica 2002). The distance of FSR1744
from the Sun is d⊙ = 3.5 ± 0.1 kpc. With the recently
derived value of the Sun’s distance to the Galactic cen-
ter R⊙ = 7.2 kpc (Bica et al. (2006)), we conclude that
FSR1744 is located at a Galactocentric distance RGC =
4.0± 0.1kpc.
4.2.2. FSR 89
CMDs in both colours of the R < 2′ region of FSR89
are given in Fig. 8. They were analysed likewise those of
FSR1744 (Sect. 4.2.1). For FSR89 we take as comparison
field the region 10 < R(′) < 20. Similarly to FSR1744, the
field star decontaminated CMDs (bottom panels) present
a conspicuous giant clump and about 2 magnitudes of
the MS. They imply an age of 1.0 ± 0.1Gyr, E(J−H) =
0.92± 0.03 (E(B−V) = 2.94± 0.12), and AV = 9.1± 0.4.
Its distance from the Sun is d⊙ = 2.2± 0.1 kpc, which puts
it at RGC = 5.4± 0.1 kpc.
4.2.3. FSR 31
Figure 9 shows the CMD analysis of the R < 3′ region
of FSR31. The comparison field corresponds to the re-
gion 10 < R(′) < 50. An interval of about 3 magni-
tudes of the MS, and the RGB sequence, are present in
both CMDs (bottom panels). From them we derive an age
of 1.1 ± 0.1Gyr, E(J−H) = 0.46 ± 0.02 (E(B−V) =
1.47±0.07), and AV = 4.6±0.2. Its distance from the Sun is
d⊙ = 1.6±0.1kpc, which locates it at RGC = 5.6±0.1kpc.
4.2.4. Cluster ages
It is interesting that the present three clusters have compa-
rable ages of ≈ 1Gyr. Rather than just a coincidence, this
fact probably reflects a selection effect, in the sense that
if the clusters were significantly younger with more lumi-
5 stev.oapd.inaf.it/∼lgirardi/cgi-bin/cmd
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Fig. 7. 2MASS CMDs extracted from the R < 2′ region
of FSR1744. Top panels: observed photometry with the
colours J× (J −H) (left) and J× (J−Ks) (right). Middle:
equal-area comparison field. Besides contamination of disk
and bulge stars, evidence of a giant clump shows up at
1.1 <∼ (J−H) <∼ 1.5, 1.5 <∼ (J −Ks) <∼ 2.0 and 13.3 <∼
J <∼ 14.7. Bottom panels: field star decontaminated CMDs
set with the 1Gyr Padova isochrone (solid line), where the
giant clump and the top fraction of the MS are conspicuous
in both colours. The colour-magnitude filter used to isolate
cluster MS/evolved stars is shown as a shaded region.
nous stars they would have already been identified in previ-
ous surveys. Besides, our experience with age derivation of
intermediate/old age OCs by means of Padova isochrones
applied to field-star decontaminated CMDs shows that the
solutions are usually rather constrained, with uncertainties
smaller than 20% (Bonatto & Bica 2007). Conversely, this
result might be providing clues on the time-scale for cluster
dissolution at the their Galactocentric distance and respec-
tive masses.
5. Structural parameters
Cluster structure is investigated by means of the stel-
lar radial density profile (RDP), built with colour-
magnitude (CM) filtered photometry (Bonatto & Bica
2007, and references therein). CM filters are used to re-
move stars with colours compatible with those of the fore-
ground/background field. They are wide enough to accom-
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 for the R < 2′ region of FSR89. In
this case the giant clump and about 2 magnitudes of the
MS are present in both CMDs. The stellar sequences were
fitted with the 1Gyr Solar metallicity Padova isochrone.
modate cluster MS and evolved star colour distributions,
allowing for 1σ uncertainties. However, residual field stars
with colours similar to those of the cluster are expected to
remain in the CM filter. This residual contamination is sta-
tistically evaluated by means of the comparison field. CM
filter widths should also account for formation or dynam-
ical evolution-related effects, such as enhanced fractions
of binaries (and other multiple systems) towards the cen-
tral parts of clusters, since such systems tend to widen the
MS (e.g. Bonatto & Bica 2007; Bonatto, Bica & Santos Jr.
2005; Hurley & Tout 1998; Kerber et al. 2002).
To avoid oversampling near the centre and undersam-
pling at large radii, RDPs are built by counting stars in
rings of increasing width with distance to the centre. The
number and width of rings are adjusted to produce RDPs
with adequate spatial resolution and as small as possible
1σ Poisson errors. The residual background level of each
RDP corresponds to the average number of CM-filtered
stars measured in the comparison field. The R coordinate
and respective uncertainty of each ring correspond to the
average position and standard deviation of the stars inside
the ring.
The resulting profiles are given in Fig. 10. The RDPs
are fitted with the analytical profile σ(R) = σbg+σ0K/(1+
(R/Rcore)
2), where σbg is the residual background density,
σ0K is the central density of stars, and Rcore is the core ra-
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with the 1.1Gyr Solar metallicity Padova isochrone.
dius. This function is similar to that introduced by King
(1962) to describe the surface brightness profiles in the
central parts of globular clusters. In all cases the adopted
King-like function describes well the RDPs, within uncer-
tainties. We remark that σ0K and the core radius (Rcore)
are derived from the RDP fit, while σbg is measured in
the respective comparison field. They are given in Table 2,
and the best-fit solutions are superimposed on the CM-
filtered RDPs (Fig. 10). Because of the 2MASS photometric
limit, σ0K corresponds to a cutoff for stars brighter than
J ≈ 15.6, ≈ 16 and ≈ 15.3, respectively for FSR1744,
FSR89 and FSR 31.
Piskunov et al. (2007) computed the core radii and tidal
masses for a sample of 236 OCs distributed a few kpcs
from the Sun. With the core radii derived in the present
paper (Table 2), FSR31, FSR1744 and especially FSR89,
populate the small-core radius tail of the distribution given
by Piskunov et al. (2007).
The residual background contamination can be quanti-
fied by the density contrast parameter δc = σ0K/σbg (col. 5
of Table 2). Because it is the most centrally projected OC
of the present sample, FSR31 presents the lowest δc, about
1/3 the value of the other two OCs. Since δc is measured in
CM-filtered RDPs, it does not necessarily correspond to the
visual contrast produced by observed stellar distributions
in 2MASS images (Figs. 3 - 5).
We also provide in col. 7 of Table 2 the cluster limiting
radius and uncertainty, which are estimated by compar-
ing the RDP (taking into account fluctuations) with the
background level. Rlim corresponds to the distance from
the cluster centre where RDP and background become sta-
tistically indistinguishable. For practical purposes, most of
the cluster stars are contained within Rlim. The limiting
radius should not be mistaken for the tidal radius; the lat-
ter values are usually derived from King (or other analyt-
ical functions) fits to RDPs, which depend on wide sur-
rounding fields and as small as possible Poisson errors (e.g.
Bonatto & Bica 2007). In contrast, Rlim comes from a vi-
sual comparison of the RDP and background level.
We remark that the empirical determination of a clus-
ter limiting radius depends on the RDP and background
levels (and respective fluctuations). Thus, dynamical evo-
lution may indirectly affect the (measurement of the) lim-
iting radius. Since mass segregation drives preferentially
low-mass stars to the outer parts of clusters, the clus-
ter/background contrast in these regions tends to lower
as clusters age. As an observational consequence, smaller
values of limiting radii should be measured, especially for
clusters in dense fields. However, simulations of King-like
OCs (Bonatto & Bica 2007) show that, provided not ex-
ceedingly high, background levels may produce limiting
radii underestimated by about 10–20%. The core radius, on
the other hand, is almost insensitive to background levels
(Bonatto & Bica 2007). This occurs because Rcore results
from fitting the King-like profile to a distribution of RDP
points, which minimizes background effects.
5.1. Cluster mass
Because of the distance from the Sun and the 2MASS pho-
tometric limits (Sect. 4.1), the MS mass range results too
narrow to allow computation of the mass function (MF)
for FSR1744 and FSR89. In those cases we simply com-
puted the mass of the observed (background-subtracted)
MS and evolved stars. The results are Mobs = 160± 33M⊙
for FSR1744 and Mobs = 143 ± 20M⊙ for FSR89. For
FSR31 the observed mass is Mobs = 483 ± 55M⊙. The
MF
(
φ(m) ∝ m−(1+χ)
)
of FSR 31 could be computed, re-
sulting in a slope χ = 1.8 ± 0.9. Extrapolation of the MF
to the H-burning mass limit (m = 0.08M⊙) assuming the
universal Initial Mass Function of Kroupa (2001) produces
a total mass of Mtotal = (5.1 ± 2.3) × 10
3M⊙. The latter
value should be taken as an upper limit, since ∼ 1Gyr of
dynamical evolution may have driven a significant fraction
of the low-mass content to the field (e.g. Bonatto & Bica
2007; Bonatto & Bica 2005). Low-mass stars spend most
of their lives in the outer parts of clusters because their
binding energies are smaller and thus have higher proba-
bility of escape (e.g. Aarseth 1971; Terlevich 1987). Low-
mass star depletion has been investigated in N-body sim-
ulations of star clusters in external tidal fields by e.g.
Baumgardt & Makino (2003), who found that the deple-
tion may be strong enough to change an initially increasing
mass function into a decreasing one towards low-mass stars.
The observed mass values of FSR31, FSR1744 and FSR89
(∼ 140−480M⊙) are slightly lower than the average cluster
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Table 2. Structural parameters from CM-filtered photometry
RDP
Cluster 1′ σbg σ0K δc Rcore Rlim
(pc) (stars pc−2) (stars pc−2) (pc) (pc)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
FSR1744 1.002 5.0± 0.1 26± 8 5.2 ± 1.6 0.53 ± 0.12 4.0± 0.5
FSR89 0.623 12.2± 0.2 50± 21 4.1 ± 1.7 0.39 ± 0.12 3.2± 0.6
FSR31 0.466 20.5± 0.2 32± 13 1.5 ± 0.6 0.73 ± 0.33 6.0± 1.0
Table Notes. Col. 2: arcmin to parsec scale. To minimize degrees of freedom in RDP fits with the King-like profile (see text), σbg was
kept fixed (measured in the respective comparison fields) while σ0K and Rcore were allowed to vary. Col. 5: cluster/background
density contrast (δc = σ0K/σbg), measured in CM-filtered RDPs.
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mass of the tidal mass distribution given by Piskunov et al.
(2007).
6. Discussion
The preceding sections indicate that we are dealing with
Gyr-class OCs located in the inner Galaxy. Clusters in that
region are subject to important tidal interactions in the
form of shocks due to disk and bulge crossings, as well as
encounters with massive molecular clouds. Over large time
periods, these processes tend to dynamically heat a star
cluster, which enhances the rate of low-mass star evapora-
tion and produces an increase of the cluster in all scales.
For some clusters, on the other hand, mass segregation and
evaporation may also lead to a phase of core contraction
(Sect. 2). Consequently, these effects tend to disrupt most
clusters, especially the less populous ones.
To put FSR1744, FSR89 and FSR 31 into perspec-
tive we compare in Fig. 11 their properties with those
of a sample of (i) bright nearby OCs (Bonatto & Bica
2005), (ii) young OCs (Bonatto, Santos Jr. & Bica 2006
and Bonatto et al. 2006b), and (iii) OCs projected against
the central parts of the Galaxy (Bonatto & Bica 2007). OCs
in sample (i) have ages in the range 70 <∼ age(Myr) <∼ 7 000,
masses within 400 <∼ M(M⊙) <∼ 5 300, and Galactocentric
distances in the range 5.8 <∼ RGC(kpc) <∼ 8.1. The
OCs in sample (ii) are NGC6611 with age ≈ 1.3Myr,
M = 1 600M⊙ and RGC = 5.5kpc, and NGC4755 with
age ≈ 14Myr, M = 1 150M⊙ and RGC = 6.4 kpc. Sample
(iii) OCs are characterized by 600 <∼ age(Myr) <∼ 1 300,
210 <∼M(M⊙) <∼ 3 100, and 5.6 <∼ RGC(kpc) <∼ 6.3.
Core and limiting radii of the OCs in samples (i) and (ii)
are almost linearly related by Rlim = (8.9±0.3)×R
(1.0±0.1)
core
(panel (a)), which suggests that both kinds of radii undergo
a similar scaling, in the sense that on average, bigger clus-
ters tend to have bigger cores, at least for 0.5 <∼ Rcore(pc) <∼
1.5 and 5 <∼ Rlim(pc) <∼ 15. Linear relations between the
core and limiting radii in OC samples were also found by
Nilakshi, Pandey & Mohan (2002), Sharma et al. (2006),
and Maciejewski & Niedzielski (2007). However, two-thirds
of the OCs in sample (iii) do not follow that relation, which
suggests that they are either intrinsically small or have been
suffering important evaporation effects (Sect. 2). The core
and limiting radii of FSR1744, FSR89 and FSR31 are con-
sistent with the relation at the 1σ level.
A dependence of open cluster size on Galactocentric dis-
tance is implied by panel (b), as previously suggested by
Lyng˚a (1982) and Tadross et al. (2002). In this context, the
limiting radii of FSR 1744, FSR89 and FSR31 are consis-
tent with their positions in the Galaxy. Considering the lin-
ear relation between core and limiting radii (panel a), a sim-
ilar conclusion applies to the core radius. Part of this rela-
tion may be related to a primordial effect, in the sense that
the higher density of molecular gas in the central Galactic
regions may have produced clusters with smaller core
radii, as suggested by van den Bergh, Morbey & Pazder
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Fig. 11. Relations involving structural parameters of OCs.
Circles: nearby OCs, including two young ones. Squares:
OCs projected on dense fields towards the centre. Symbols
with dots: OCs more massive than 1 000M⊙.
(1991) to explain the increase of globular cluster radii with
Galactocentric distance.
In panels (c) and (d) we compare core and limiting
radii with cluster age, respectively. This relationship is in-
timately related to cluster survival/dissociation rates. Both
kinds of radii present a similar dependence on age, in which
part of the clusters - especially those more massive than
1 000M⊙- expand with time, while some seem to shrink.
The bifurcation occurs at age ∼ 1Gyr. FSR1744 and
FSR89, the innermost OCs of the present work, have core
and limiting radii typical of the small OCs in the lower
branch.
A similar effect was observed for the core radii
of LMC and SMC star clusters (Wilkinson et al. 2003;
Mackey & Gilmore 2003). These clusters have core radii
(0.5 <∼ Rcore(pc) <∼ 8) and mass (10
3 <∼ M(M⊙) <∼ 10
6)
significantly larger than the present ones. The core radii
distribution of most LMC and SMC clusters is character-
ized by a trend of increasing Rcore with age with an appar-
ent bifurcation (core shrinkage) at several hundred Myr.
Mackey & Gilmore (2003) argument that this relationship
represents true physical evolution, with some clusters devel-
oping expanded cores due to an as yet unidentified physical
process.
At least two effects may combine to produce the smaller
core radius distribution presented by the Galactic OCs as
compared to the LMC/SMC ones. The shorter core col-
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 1 for the WEBDA OCs with ages
< 0.4Gyr (gray circles). The present Gyr-class OCs are
also shown.
lapse time-scale associated with lower mass clusters makes
core collapse by dynamical friction a very plausible expla-
nation. At the same time, probably because of their signif-
icantly lower masses, Galactic OCs seem to suffer more se-
vere tidally-induced shrinkage effects than LMC/SMC clus-
ters.
Besides dynamical interactions, star clusters projected
against the central parts of the Galaxy - especially the
poorly-populated ones - may suffer from low-contrast ef-
fects. Such clusters are expected to be the majority in the
Galaxy (e.g. Bonatto et al. 2006a). When centrally pro-
jected, the limiting radii of poorly-populated OCs may be
underestimated by about 10 − 20%; the core radii, on the
other hand, are not affected (Bonatto & Bica 2007). In this
sense, the small sizes of FSR1744 and FSR89 (and to a
lesser extent FSR31), especially the core radii, appear to
be related to dynamical effects.
Irrespective of age, inner OCs and central massive clus-
ters are rarely detected. This is further made clear in
Fig. 12 where the WEBDA OCs younger than 0.4Gyr
are plotted. On the other hand, more than 102 embed-
ded clusters and candidates with |l| < 30◦ are catalogued.
Before the year 2003, 34 such objects were catalogued by
Bica, Dutra & Barbuy (2003). In that same year, 68 new
objects were found (Bica et al. 2003; Dutra et al. 2003) in
directions of nebulae. If the number of surviving open clus-
ters in each generation corresponds to a fraction of ∼ 4%
of the embedded ones (Lada & Lada 2003), it should be
expected that about 1 000 OCs per Gyr would survive the
infant mortality phase. However, the number of OCs of any
age in the inner Galaxy is very small (Figs. 1 and Fig. 12).
This reminds the recurrent question whether inner Galaxy
clusters cannot be observed because of strong absorption
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and crowding, or have been systematically dissolved by the
different tidal effects (Sect. 1).
A more comprehensive picture of the cluster age and
Galactocentric distance dependence is provided by the
OC age distribution function φ(τ) = dNOC
dτ
. Before deal-
ing with φ(τ) we must consider how completeness affects
the WEBDA sample. This issue has been investigated by
Bonatto et al. (2006a) by means of simulations involving
the actual 2MASS stellar background in the Galaxy. The
main results are: (i) the completeness-corrected radial dis-
tribution of OCs follows the expected exponential-decay
(disk) profile; (ii)OCs located at d⊙ <∼ 1.3 kpc are not much
affected by completeness; (iii) as expected, completeness is
more critical for OCs inside the Solar circle; (iv) disruption
effects appear to become observationally relevant for OCs
with d⊙ >∼ 1.4 kpc towards the Galactic center; and (v)
OCs younger than 1Gyr are more affected by completeness
than the older ones. The latter occurs because young OCs
are found preferentially at lower Galactic latitudes (thus,
high field-star density) than the old ones (Bonatto et al.
2006a). Obviously, very young OCs are easier to observe
even in low-disk directions because of the presence of lumi-
nous stars.
As of may 2007, WEBDA contains 441 OCs with known
age and distance located inside the Solar circle and 531 OCs
outside it. With the inclusion also of FSR1744, FSR89
and FSR 31, the present sample represents an increase of
≈ 50% with respect to that used in Bonatto et al. (2006a).
In Fig. 13 (top panel) we show the age-distribution func-
tions for the full sample and for the OCs inside and out-
side the Solar circle. We remark that all the OCs contained
in the age-distribution functions have survived the infant
mortality phase (Sect. 2). For a better comparison, the age-
distribution function of OCs inside the Solar circle has been
normalized to the number of OCs outside the Solar circle
(531). The main feature of both age-distributions is that
they fall off with increasing slopes with cluster age. Both
are similarly flat, at 1σ, for ages <∼ 850Myr, which is consis-
tent with the fact that most of these OCs are not old enough
to have suffered significant disruption effects. Indeed, this
age threshold is similar to the upper limit for the disrup-
tion time-scale of OCs less massive than 5 000M⊙, tdis <∼
900Myr (e.g. Lamers et al. 2005). For older ages, on the
other hand, the number-density of OCs inside the Solar
circle systematically falls off with age significantly faster
than outside the Solar circle. According to the items (iii) to
(v) above, the difference in the number-density of old OCs
may be partly accounted for by completeness and partly by
disruption, since ≈ 42% of the OCs inside the Solar circle
are more distant than d⊙ = 1.4 kpc from the Sun. In addi-
tion, contrary to outside the Solar circle, the inner Galaxy
appears not to host OCs older than ≈ 7Gyr. These ar-
guments are consistent with a Galactocentric-distance de-
pendent OC disruption time-scale, coupled to decreasing
completeness towards the central parts.
To minimize completeness and disruption effects, we
also show in Fig. 13 (bottom panel) the age-distribution
functions restricted to the OCs with distance from the Sun
d⊙ < 1 kpc. The restricted age-functions contain 187 OCs
inside the Solar circle and 173 outside. Within uncertain-
ties, the distributions for OCs older than ∼ 50Myr are sim-
ilar, except for the lack of OCs older than ≈ 7Gyr inside
the Solar circle. Another difference is the low-frequency of
OCs younger than ∼ 50Myr inside the Solar circle.
Qualitatively, the age-distribution functions for the
WEBDA + present FSR sample (top panel) and especially
for the d⊙ < 1 kpc sample (bottom panel) are similar to
that of a restricted region, d⊙ < 600 pc (Lamers et al.
2005), including the excess on the OC number density for
ages in the range ∼ 200 − 600Myr. The shape of the age-
distribution function of the OCs in this restricted region
was shown to be consistent with the combined effects of
the tidal field strength, GMC density and the dependence
of disruption on cluster mass (Lamers & Gieles 2006).
Automated infrared surveys such as that of
Froebrich, Scholz & Raftery (2007) could provide observa-
tional clues to settle the tidal dissolution vs completeness
issue. Based on over-density arguments, they found 89
candidates within |l| < 30◦. However, they concluded that
≈ 50% of their objects are possibly field fluctuations.
Studies like Kharchenko’s (2005) that use proper-motion
data to sieve cluster members, or the approach that we use
which is based on CMD and radial density profile decon-
tamination can establish an open cluster nature. Among
the 89 Froebrich, Scholz & Raftery (2007) candidates to-
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wards the central parts, FSR 1744, FSR89 and FSR31 are
the best cases. A preliminary conclusion based on image
inspection is that we do not expect to find a significantly
larger number of OCs in Froebrich, Scholz & Raftery
(2007) central sample. More studies like the present one
providing decontaminated CMDs and profile information
are necessary to better determine the fraction of actual
clusters.
7. Concluding remarks
Fundamental and structural parameters of the open clus-
ters FSR1744, FSR 89 and FSR31 were derived in the
present work. These objects are included in the catalogue
of candidate star clusters of Froebrich, Scholz & Raftery
(2007), which is an automated survey for overdensities in
the near-infrared. The present results are based on field-
star decontaminated 2MASS CMDs and stellar density
profiles, using analysis algorithms from Bonatto & Bica
(2007), and references therein. They are confirmed to be
Gyr-class open clusters located in the inner Galaxy, at
RGC = 4.0 − 5.6 kpc, with absorptions in the range AV =
4.6−9.1mag. Compared to nearby open clusters, they show
small core and limiting radii, which appears to be related
to a ∼Gyr-long period of tidal interactions with the bulge,
disk and possibly molecular clouds. They are apparently
dynamical survivors in a region where most open clusters
are short-lived. In fact, the age-distribution of open clusters
inside the Solar circle presents a deficiency of clusters older
than ≈ 850Myr with respect to the outer age-distribution.
A preliminary inspection of the candidates in
Froebrich, Scholz & Raftery (2007) for |l| < 30◦ suggests
that the number of unknown star clusters must not be
large, since they expect an important fraction of their tar-
gets to be field fluctuations. However, to establish their na-
ture the candidates should be explored in more detail with
field-decontamination filters such as proper motion, CMD
and stellar density profiles. Besides a natural improvement
on the statistics of the open cluster parameter space, an-
other important result would be a better definition of the
open cluster age-distribution function, especially in the in-
ner Galaxy. The present work represents a step in that di-
rection.
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